
THE SOWER
Standing high atop the golden dome of the Nebraska
Legislature, a symbol of Nebraska’s strong connection
to agriculture. The dome is representative of the sun
while the flanking thunderbirds are a nod to the rain,
all working in harmony for a bountiful harvest. The
harvest in this box hails from the many corners of
Nebraska and will only leave your favorite people in
admiration of your thoughtfulness.. 

Each item in our largest gift box tells a tale of tradition,
dedication, and love for the craft. This is a gift that
showcases Nebraska at its finest.

Make a statement with the gift of Nebraska.

2.5 o.z. Amanda’s Amazing
Candied Pecans the Twin
Springs Pecan tribute to
Amanda to keep her memory
alive. These all-natural, not-too-
sweet but oh-so-decadent
pecans are a Nebraska favorite!
It might be the Fairy Dust that
will have you wanting more.

12-piece Carton of Wrapped
Vanilla Caramels from the
original Cream Caramels of
Boxicanyon Co’s inherited
hand-written recipe. Creamy,
smooth, and buttery - the way
caramels are meant to be!
Experience the melt-in-your-
mouth magic of the Rohling
family recipe. 

8 o.z. Jar Rafter 7S
Chokecherry Jelly made from
native Nebraska wild
Chokecherries. Hand-picked in
the Nebraska Sandhills at their
peak flavor on the Rafter 7S
Ranch and neighboring
ranches. A perfect pairing for
nut butter or the stand-out
sweet for your charcuterie
board.

3 o.z. Jar CBees Raw Honey is a
blend of Clover and Wildflower
honey from Nebraska. This jar is
drawn straight from the hive. It
is unpasteurized and unheated,
giving all the benefits of raw
honey. Drizzle over toast,
cornbread, or naturally sweeten
your favorite beverages.

WHAT’S INSIDE

2- 1.3 o.z. Natural Beef Sticks
from Ogallala Natural Beef’s
Scottish Highlander herds,
renowned for their naturally
lean and well-marbled distinct
flavor. Adding to the integrity of
these beef sticks is the ranch’s
commitment to sustainable
practices that nourish the soil
of partnering organic farms. 

16 o.z. Homestyle Cornbread
Mix delivers a fluffy center and
crisp golden crust from Big
Mama’s Kitchen, just as her
grandmother Lillie would have
baked. This cornbread is more
than a side to chili, try it Big
Mama style as a base for a
freshly made slaw, and so
much more. 
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WHAT’S INSIDE

THE SOWER

4- 3 o.z. Popping Bags of Salty
Popcorn Carton the original
recipe from Dundee Popcorn
that started it all. A revival of
simple salted popcorn that’s
always and only made with real
hand-batched clarified butter.
Two microwave popcorn bags
for each pack.

4-piece Soft Molasses Cookie
Carton takes you back to long-
gone holiday gatherings when
you snuck cookies out of tins
before dinner was served. Bleu
Flour Bakery’s holiday exclusive
will bring back that impish
feeling when you sneak this
treat for breakfast. 

4 o.z. Fruit and Nut Caramel
Bar is a dreamy block of
Perennial Homestead’s
caramel adorned with a
medley of dried fruit and nuts
sourced directly from farmers
around the Midwest. Make this
the centerpiece of your dessert
table or the private treat you
deserve. 

3 o.z. Package Golden Prairie
Bison Jerky from bison raised
entirely on the grasslands of
Valentine with nothing
artificial. Prepare yourself for an
intense meat flavor than
conventional jerky. Either spicy
or traditional in each box.

     1-9 - $139.99
10-24 - $125.99
25-49 - $118.99 
    50+ - $111.99

13.65 o.z. Cup of Coa No.1
Sinfully Classic Tin has a rich,
creamy start with a silky
smooth finish. Sustainably
sourced and imported from
only the finest chocolatiers.
Perfect as a hot cocoa or cold  
frappe and will make you
question why you ever stopped
enjoying such a decadent treat.


